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regarding the Animal welfare bill 2022 what is the actual purpose
and contributions of a Bill that is already apparent within the animal crulty rules ?
my main concern is the interpretation of animal cruelty towards hunting fishing and farming. at what
point can the interpretation become mis interpreted and perseved on a bias by animal activists or
green activists to harness and destroy industries that produce over 1 billion + to the economy and
traditions,sport,food,education,jobs etc
bills such as the 2022 animal cruelty bill is this bill another avenue to slip in legislation to destroy
people's lives hoods sport and natural food sources. why does legislation continue to be generated
why are more laws being inforced to something that is already perseved through the industry's and
taught. why must there be more legislation.. would we not be progressive and reduce legislation as
we progress and evolve as we increase our understanding instead of throwing bills and legislation at
something which is not a problem. why must there be a further damaging effect the government in
putting on people by producing a bill that could in turn be manipulated of the likes of somebody
who seeks to destroy a way of life that is an Australian tradition and Aboriginal traditions of hunting
and fishing not to mention farmers who are the backbone of this nation.

legislation is dangerous and highly doubt the 2022 animal welfare bill has been placed together by
experts who live and breath the sports/recreation as well as the life.

was there any consultation with the people of NSW or more importantly the hunters fishers and
farmers general public or the actual fishers and shooters party who support the bush ???

There is a big push for freedom and bringing Australia back to its glory days legislation like this does
not look good for the cabinet and that is not a singular thought either I know for a fact people are
looking at legislation and the government in scrutiny for legislation just like this one...

the revoke and reco sider the ramifications of this vial peice of legislation think of the industry and
the enormous amount of money hunting fishing and farming generate for this country and the
people who support it please think of AUSTRALIA.

